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TECF.ITICAL liEMCRMUXli NO 592

METAL COVERING OF AIRPLANES*

By J: Mathar

more important and “much-disputed branches of

airplane construction is the probleimof wing covering. The

multiplicity of solutions is princip,al.lydue to the fact that

all experience gained in “machine or “midge construction is

practically inapplicable to airplanes, where plate thicknesses,

considered unsafe in other branches of construction, are used.

In addition, no methods were available for calculating the

thin plates which have a tendeilcyto buckle even under very

small loads. It was oillyvery recently that this problem was

takei~up and treated in detail, notably ‘oyProfessor Wagner.

we shall begin With a few remaxks about the number of cor–

rugations of a buckling e.ncla ‘mckled plate, and follow it

with a short resumg

tested.plate beam.

The n~lber and

of the principcfl dr.tafor an experimentrdly

shape of wrinkles or folds in smooth and

corrugated plates during buckling have been treated extensively,

partly theoretically aildpartly experimentally. We find that

theory and tests agree for the smooth plate. In a poor shear

test the length of the corrugation .isunaffected by the plate
*llBeitrag Zur Frage der Beplanlr~ng VOP- Flu$+’zeugen=llJtir’cuch
1929 der Wissenschaftlichen Gesellsch.aft fur Luftfahrt, pp.205-
210.
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thickness; in restrained plates it is 1.6 times, and for freely

supported plates it is 2.7 times the width. The first top

corrugation, which represents an unstable condition, has two

semi-corrugations in the direction of the width. The length

of the corrugation equals the width.

But in most practical cases, particularly “in thinner

plates, we find the number of wrinkles or folds widely at vari-

ance with the just cited theoretical figures. The reasons for

this disparity lie in the inaccuracy caused by edge influences

such as riveted joints, and in the rise or existence of addi-

tional stresses in the direction of the folds. The basic or

bottoi~ corrugation,. with a length of 1.6 times the width, can

be retained only in the exact test, where no initial deforma-

tions exist, and where additional stresses in the directionof

the folds neither exist nor come into being; otherwise there

will he more corrugations.

This increase in corrugations in an originally smooth

thin plate occurs as follows:

Les S (&ig. 1) be the plate rigidly restrained between

two”strips, and P tilestresses acting on it. NOW when the

two edges are not supported, the plate under critical shear

forms corrugations, the spacing of which equals the theoreti-
..

cal, equivalent to 1.6 tir,esthe strip distance. This number

of corrugations remains during any further stress increase Or

displacement.
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If both ed~es arc supported so that their spacing remains

constant during the entire test, the number of corrugations,

under buckling, will be the same as before. But, if we increase

the shifting and, through it, the height of the corrugations

(Fig. 1), ‘iIJe prOdUCe, due to the plate curvature, a force p~r-

pendicular to the corrugations, whicilseeks to reduce the size

of the curvature and tends to change stage 1 through 2 and 3

into stage 4.

.It will be seen from Figure 1 that the number of corruga-

tions must treble under the respective second critical load

which, however, ileveroccurs exactly in practice, because the

incipient first corrugations never agree so closely that the

reversal occurs at OilCe. If the first corrugations do not agree,

they flatten out umtil oilebegins to dissolve into two, influ-

encing those nearby ,zldrecluci.ngthe entire curvature somewhat,

until equilibrium is reestablished.

The increase in corrugations is illustrated in Figures 2-

5, on a rubber inodeltest for the previously described load

case, i.e., constant strip spacing. We sce how the corruga-

tions increase as the shifting increases.

If there is an incipient additional stress at right an-

gles to I? (Fig. 2) or, if during the test, higher stresses.. ....

occur in the direction of the folds than in the shifting test

with parallel restraining strips, tilecorrugations assume much

higher values than in the described test.
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The change in number of corrugations with respect to the

incipient additional stress perpendicular to p was likewise

examined with a rubbe~ model. The test specimen for the indi-

vidual added loadings is shown in Figures 6-9, while the effect

of the added loading on the number of corrugations is seen in

Figure 10. This latter figure (10) shows that the corrugations

check with Southwell!s calculated fi,gures for p= O (Fig. 2).

AS the additional stress raiseq the corrugations increase in

number as shown by the curve.

Since it becomes evident that the second critical load is

so much lower in thi-nnerplates, the length of corrugation in a

plate with low stiffness in bending becomes, in simple shear,

1.6 times the width at buckling, although this is considerably

less bY constant distance of the strips and, particularly when

the distance i-ncreascs. If the bending stiffness of the plate

is zero it becomes infinitely small.

A glance over the entire structural method of plates

shows that a large portion of the problems reverts to the be-

havior of a beam, comprising continuous stzuts, thin webs and

vertical ‘members or uprights, such as the walls of a metal

fuselage, skin-stressed wing covering, etc.

The dimensions of this beam were in harmony with the ma–

jority of similar structural components, such as fuselage l~alls,

etc. , that is, structural members, in which the individual co-m–

ponents, particularly the uprights, are much larger than is

,,

lit ._. .
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economical for a common girder.

The chosen dimensions of the beam may be seen in Figuxe 11.,, ,,

The cross section of the strut6 and uprights is the s~rne,the

plate is 0.2 mm thick.

The experiments were made within a load limit which left

no appreciable permanent form changes. The measuring instru-

ments were principally a Zeiss “metering device and a Huggenber-

ger tensiometer. The end loading was applied individually.

The objects of the test were as follows:

a) IWnat is the effect of the number of uprights on the

stiffness of a plate wall beam?

A comparison of various sheet–metal constructions shows

that the ratio of bem height to panel width is,far below 1.

This of course is contrary to good practice, although any in-

formation on this effect should prove of interest to

signer.

b) What is the effect of riveting the plate to

rights oilthe beam stiffness?

c) What is the effect of gusset plates between

the de-

the up-

uprights

and struts? Are they redundant or ia the ratio of increased

stiffness to increase in weight abnormal?

d) What is the actual stress distribution in the plate,
we.,=.-.-...-...... . ,-.

in the uprights, and in the struts for the beam in question?

To answer these questions, we “made the following experi-

ments:
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1) The plate was not fastened to the uprights, allowing

the,ensuing corrugations to continue urrdis-turbed. The uprights

were pin-joined to the struts. The tests were made with 1, 3,

and”7 uprights. The experiments show an absence of proportion-

ality between load and deflection, when the spacing of the up-

rights exceeds the beam height. (Compare the load deflection

curves for O, 1, 3, and 7 uprights in Figure 12. ) We note

that the lead-deflection curves me almost identical for minimum

loads. This is due to the fact that on tileone hand a great

portion of the plate does not buckle under such low loads, and

on the other hand, that the ensuing ter.sionfolds or pleats in

the ‘ouckling zone have originally the same direetioil. By in-

creasiilg the load the tension pleat then suddenly becomes ob-

lique, the load-t.eflection curve jumps and the stiffness of the

beam is lowered.- (line a, points 1 and 2; line b, point 1).

The tension diagor~als (Figs. 13-17) run from panel point

to panel point, until the spacing of the uprights equals the

strut height. Increasing the spacing of the uprights still

further,

The

produced

stead of

60 kg as

they assume a 45-degree slope.

end deflections of the various uprights have been re-

in Figure 18, for a 60-lcilogram constant load. Un-

assuming the value of the load-deflection curve at

deflection factor, we extend the last linear portion

of the curve to zero load and use the thus produced deflection

factor. BJ,this method we take into account that the employed

I
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loading becomes insignificant with respect to the customary

loading otherwise applied. It was difficult to apply much
.-.—.—.

higher loads on account of the unreliability in the instrument

readings. And, as we expected, the deflection shows a sudden

initial drop with respect to the number of uprights; then ap-

proaches a constant vaue.

2) The plate is not fastened to the uprights, but the

latter are attached to the struts by gusset plates. The tests

are repeated with 1, 3, and ~ uprights. It is found that the

deflections naturally assume a similar behavior, depending on

the number of struts, but the figures are much lower (Fig. 18).

3) The plate is fastened rigidly to the uprights and the

uprights are pin-joined to the struts. The ineasurements are

similar to 1) and 2). The principal result is that the de-

flections differ only slightly from those of case 2, but con-

siderably from those of case 1 (Fig. 18). The corrugations, of

course, sxe now interrupted at the uprights. The latter be-

come S-sha,pedunder deformation; the corner stiffness is en-

sured by the web stiffener. The measurements are similar to

1) and 2).

4).,.—. The.plate is.attached to the uprights and the latter

are attached to the strut by gussets. The measurement of the

end deflections yj.eldsabout 3.02lower values than in case 3

(Fig. 18)0 In contrast to case 3 the gusset plates raised the

I
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weight 121. In connection herewith wc determined the stresses

and defer-mations in a beam panel as well as the stress over

all struts. The position of the measured panels a, b, c, and

d is seen in Figure 11. The obtained test figures are shown

at an enlarged scale in Figure 19.

Upon closer examination of the panel deformations in F~g-

ure 19, we find: The top strut is stretched, and its mean

stress over b, c is 120 kg/cm2 on the C.G. line of the an-

gles. The stress is naturally lower near the four corners, be-

cause the gusset plates increase the cross section. In the cen-

ter of both gusset plates the stress was found to be 136 kg/cm2

while, according to Professor Wagner, it amounted to 120 kg/

cm2. The stress in the compression fltrutwas 147 kg/cm2 in

the center of both intersection points, as measured on the

C.G. line of the angles. The calculated compression stress is

156 kg/crnz, according to Professor Wagner’s report. Upper and

lower struts being rigidly connected to the upright members by

the angle plates, the deflection curves from corner to corner

are S-shaped. The upright members are under 18 kg/cm2 cop-

pression in contrast to 22.5 kg/cm2, according to the calcula-

tion mentioned.

. .. .. . . . Inasi~uc.h,as it was impo.ssi,bleto place the measuring in-

stru-mentsother than on the struts and vertical members, we ob-

tained a mean reduced stress in the plate, whose value is given

at the four corners VJithrespect to the an,gleposition. The

.
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maximum stress occurs at point 6 for this panel and amounts

172 kg/cm2 at q = 36°. The stress, parallel to tilestruts
.

9

to

is lower, although it can become maximum in the panel of the ‘

maximum illoment. The coinputedvalue of the plate stress, accord-

ing to the report r.e-ntioned,is 180 kg/cm2.

The principal result of the defined stresses in the ten-

sion and compression strut prove that the measured stresses

differ less than 10~ from the computed. stresses of Professor

Wagner.

Theilfor comparison, we compared.the deflections of the

beam with those of a lattice be~ obtaineclby cutting out the

web plate. The deflections of course arc incomparably higher,

as, for instance, a plate ~’allgirder with 7 vertical members

is 6 ti~i~esmore rigid.than a beam fro-mwhich the plate has beer.

removed,

In conclusion, we compared the deflections and stresses

of the plate wall girder with those of a lattice ‘D”eam. To be

sure, we used the sa.nlestrut cross sections in both. The pro-

portions of the vertical members and of the diagonals set at

45°, were made with the intention of ensuring simultaneous

weight iilplate and lattice beam. ‘Thusthe diagonals and UP-

rights had the sme cross sections as the struts. Of course,
- –-

these proportions do not agree with rational structural meth-

ods, but Hay be resorted to for comparing similarly constructed

plate wall beams.
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The experiment shows briefly then, that the deflection of

the lattice beam is about 151 less than that of the most rigid

plate wall bean, and that the difference in strut tension in

the plate wall beam amounts to less than 5% ofthat in the lat-

tice beam.

Di scus s i o n

Professor H. Wagner: Dr. Matharls report w~.senjoyable——

for two reasons: one, because it indicates the importance

which the Aachen Institute lays on proble-ms of stresSeS in

buckled plates, and again, because the test data, particulWIY

the behavior of stresses, agree pretty-closely with my theo-

retical deliberations. However, I wish to make a few re”marks

about certain salient points. I noticed that the loading of

the plate wall in these tests was always very low in comparison

to its strength. And iilasrfluchas the limit case of the field

of tension diagonal agrees so much more closely with actual con-

ditions, as the stress becomes higher, one might suppose that “

the discrepancies between the calculated and.the measured stiff-

ness, as established by Dr. Math=, would be still lower under

higher loading.

One diagr~m of Dr. Mathar shows the effect of the spacing

and the type of upright members on tilebeam stiffness. There‘% ..

the stiffness has a tendency to reach a limit value very quick-

ly if the vertical inembers are not spaced too far, in ~hich ‘

I
I —. —-. ———--.. --. --—.,. -... -— ———.. ——----- ,
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becoinespractically unaffected by the spac-

one type (vertical members without gusset

plate and not connected to plate wall), in which the stiffness

shows a sudden drop. I am unable to give an explanation,for it.

Is this not due to some oversight in the tests? This point

needs some explanation for it is important in proble-ms dealing
.

with the effect Of neglecting the bending stiffness in a buckled

plate.

Dr. Mathar stated that the number of folds at the begin-

ning of buckling is in approximate a.greemeiltwith the data of

the buckling theory for plates in shear.

creasing stress, each fold should really

while according to his experiments there

He meant that

iorr,three new

were only two.

of these statements are in contrast to my viewpoint and

experience.

by in-

folds ,

Both

my test

In the narrow and lons panel the pleats or folds decrease

steadily as the stress increases, and the number of folds in-

creases in like manner (for example, from 9 to 10, then to 11,

etc.). I intend to publish some test data on’such tension di-

agonal panels in the very near future, when I shall treat this

question illdLetZiil. For the present, I merely wish to point to

some calculations on stress and deformations in buckled plates

‘With reference to beilding stiffness in the plate, which reveal

the continual effect of the stress on the width of the folds.
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Prof-essor Reissncr having just asked ‘mehow I inadethis

calculation, I shall ~epcat it here briefly.

As given quantities I assume the following deformations

at the edges of the plate panel:

1) The mutual displacement of both struts in strut direc-

tion (due to shear) or, to be more exact, xhis measure of dis-

placeinent divided by the strut spacing; the angle of displace–

ment Y ;

2) The elongation of the struts ex;

3) The ch.~~ges in strut spacing, divided by strut spaciilg

(q). ““

Each stage of deformation thus characterized by ‘Y, CX ai~d

Cy has one clefinite shape of fold formation for a given plate

thickness. To compute these I introduce as unk~lowns the fold

width b, ttieangle of direction of the folds a, their maximum

depth t, in the beam center, and several parameters al, *9 ...

which characterize the behaviorof the maximum depth of the

folds aloilgthe beam height (for example, the relation of the

coefficients of the Fourier Series, by which this behavior can

be presented.

NOW we can show the deformation of tilebeam with reference

to the given and the unknown

consists of two stages, that

of the mear.longitudinal and

quantities. This deforination

of the stress in bending and that

shear stresses, respcctively~ so

that A= +~ + Am = Ab (Y, ~xz ~y; b, a, t, al, a2) +
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NOW, according to

a stage of deformation
. ,.—”.... ,. .

respect to a variation

the theory of least work we have such

by Given Y, CZ:,and Cy, so t~latwith

in

change A becomes miniimm.

according to,each vari~,ble

ential equal zero, as many

b, a, al, az .... the work of form

Hence we differentiate A ~ Ab + Aill

and obtain, when making this differ-

equations as we have

bles. From these equations.we then compute the

ties which characterize the form of the folds.

I did not publish this calculation because

unknown varia-

unknown quanti–

1 did not be–

lieve it accurate enough for my own purposes. I’tis not an

easy illattei~to represent ”the ineanplate stresses with respect

tO b, a, t, al, aa .... that is, to compute Am. Furthermore,

the equations are not linear with respect to the unknown quan–

tities, so that ir~order to avoid all too coinplicated solutions

even the type of unknown quantities is subject to certain lim-

itatioils.

Sii~.ce,however, Ab and Afilare wholly dependent on the

width of the folds b, this width must steadily decrease as

the stress continues to increase (for exaiilple,by steady in

crease in v).

Dr. Mathax: Anent Professor Wagner’s explanations, I wish—

@ to remark:- I do not believe’that curve 1 ‘in Figure 18 will

approach curve 2 under increasing stress, as long as we remain

within the elastic limit. Even under a stress five times higher
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than the present, the deflections (7 vertical members) are still

prop,ortionalto the stress, so the relation of curve 1 and curve

2 remain the same. Moreover, under the present load of 60 kil-

ograms the plate bulges at nearly every point, so the differ-

ence in the two curves can become only imperceptibly less as

the stress increases. Regarding the difference of curves 1 and

2 with 3 and 4 in Figure 18, I wish to state that the differ-

ence between curves 1 and 2 hinges above all on the gusset

plates, which are followed by a distortion of the uprights and

an added waviness of the struts.

A slight effect on the beam stiffiless is found when using

gusset plates, in so far as they prevent sagging of the struts

between two verticals, better than in case 1. But in case 3

the plate is fastened to the uprights and the deformations of

the latter resemble those of case 2, hence the addition of gus-

set plates (case 4) leads us to e~ect less increase in stiff-

ness than in case 1 compared to case 2. As to the increase in

corrugations in a buckled plate -.a problem which cannot be

solved with linear differential equations - I again repeat that

this triplication is feasible and must occur only in the exact

case where the corrugatioi~s agree completely. But in all prac-

tical cases where, of course, this agreement is lacking, we-1 .,..-......... -....-.,. ,.. —.
always will find a steady increase in corrugations, as was il-

lustrated in Figure 10. ‘With these last cases we must likewise
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class Professor Wagner’ s case of two free edges, where a new

corrugation begins to form WhiCh affects all others with it.

Translation by J, Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronaut ics.

I
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Fig ,3

Fig.4
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Fig.5
Flg#.3-5 Inorease In oorrugatlonby increasing displace~ent.

(conBtant edge spacing.)
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Fig,? P - 00004 kg/cm
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Figs.6-9 Number of corrugationswith respect to added stress P,
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Loading: P = 60 kg

Scale of displaccnent

o 8 16x10-3cm—.

on&’-’iookg/cL12
Scale of stress

Co~pression strut

Fig.19 Stres~es nnd displacements iilextaniner
bc~~.panel a,b,c,& d(FiG.11).
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